I have been admitted into UNC Chapel Hill, how do I get my financial aid information?

Create ONYEN onyen.unc.edu

I don’t have a PID

Login to ‘Student Center’ in Connect Carolina

Click link under ‘Student Financials’ heading that reads ‘View Financial Aid Award’

Find ‘To Do’ list on right hand side, click ‘Financial Aid Items’, follow instructions for each item

I still can’t find it

Check your My Carolina status page, or look at the bottom of emails you have received from our office, it is a nine-digit number that starts with 7

I put my SSN on the Common App, the university will have it

You can look it up using the online tool: https://pid.itsapps.unc.edu/PI DCreate/jsp/wmp.jsp

Use this to create ONYEN

I did not put my SSN on the Common App, the university will not have it

Call 919-962-6568 or email (pid@unc.edu) PID office to obtain by giving additional information

Allow processing time for each item submitted, it can take up to three weeks during peak times of the year
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